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The Song of Zechariah (Canticle 16) is a hymn of praise to God and a song of prophecy, 

spoken by Zechariah, the father of baby John, who will be known later as John the Baptist.  It is 

in Luke’s gospel, just two paragraphs after the Magnificat, or Song of Mary, in Luke.  The thing 

I like about Luke’s gospel is that it tells the story of the two babes who changed the world.  Luke 

goes back and forth between the story of one to the story of the other.  We fast forward in 

today’s Gospel Reading from his father’s song to John’s emerging from the wilderness to travel 

all the regions around the River Jordan.  John the Baptist comes out of the wilderness to baptize.        

Most of us have never been in the kind of wilderness John lived in before he began to do 

the work to pave the way for Jesus’ ministry.  He was likely living in a kind of physical 

wilderness where he depended on himself to meet his physical and emotional needs.   

I cannot relate to being a survivalist, but I can relate to being a survivor.   

The first time I came out of the comfort of a sure environment was when I entered EGR 

Jr. High (It was called Junior High then, not Middle School).  There I was mixed in with fellow 

students from three other elementary schools, and suddenly I was exposed to the cruelty of 

students who mocked one another in a kind of “mock or be mocked” environment.  This was a 

lesson in emotional survival.  I remember one day, I went home for lunch and rummaged through 

the wrapping paper box to find a ribbon for my ponytail.  That afternoon, a girl sitting behind me 

untied the ribbon and then laughed at the fact that it was not “the right kind” of ribbon.  I felt 

shamed.  What I came to realize is that her laughing at me meant nothing to her.  Nothing.  To 

me, it was a significant event; one I clearly remember today.  I don’t mean to trivialize the gospel 



with this personal story.  What I do mean is that actions and words of another that might mean 

nothing, can mean much.   

My point is that John was called to be a messenger and baptize with the living water of 

the Jordan.  But he was soon mocked and exposed to the cruelty of people who mocked and 

taunted, and then worse.  When the daughter of Herodias pleased Herod with her dance, and 

Herod promised her whatever she wished, she said, prompted by her mother, “Give me the head 

of John the Baptist here on a platter” (Mt 14: 6-8).  That comment meant nothing to the daughter.  

Nothing.  Jesus wept. 

When we are victimized in trivial or in large ways, Jesus weeps.  We cannot escape the 

cruelty of the world, but we can be sure that we are loved.  And we cannot become the cruel 

mockers.   

Why such a somber topic?  Advent, like Lent, is a period of preparation and repentance 

for the forgiveness of sins, says Luke today.  Some churches still dress the Advent altar in 

purple, as in Lent.  Blue liturgical colors indicate more reflection on the calendar of the Christian 

year, and since Advent is characterized by hope and the coming of Christ, some churches have 

moved away from purple.  Nevertheless, we are somber.  The readings in the first three weeks of 

Advent actually are discussions of “end times,” or eschatological.  John the Baptist will prepare 

us for Jesus’ ministry in these readings, but he will understand the cruelty of mockers and 

murderers.  We wait the birth of our savior in a season that questions our willingness to forgive 

and our readiness for new life.  As a side note, I want to point out that the Liturgical Colors are 

based on tradition only; no where in our Church Canons (Laws), no where in our Book of 

Common Prayer, and no where in the 39 Articles of Religion, found in the back of the Book of 

Common Prayer, are colors specified.  But I digress.  



I want to end with this:  As you prepare for Christmas, for the coming of the Christ child, 

you might ask what needs to be “decorated” in your life?  What new attitude in me can I string 

lights on?  And furthermore, what flimsy cardboard cutouts can I toss away like a toss away 

comment that hurts?  I can forgive myself and others for carelessly tossed about mockery and 

worse.  Next Sunday, we will hear of John the Baptist in action.  We will celebrate with a 

Baptism here at St. Mark’s, and the Bishop will be with us.  But as stated in Feasting on the 

Word, we cannot get to Bethlehem without first hearing the wilderness tale.       

 

 


